Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork during the times of economic crisis
more powerful Other, for example a non-responsive state, the political elites, and the mainstream media (Pettet 1996; Austin 2002; Waldner and Dobratz 2013) .
Drawing upon Fromm's theory, Christopher Williams suggests that, when opportunities for meaningful engagements with the world are limited by social circumstances and biographical realities, human beings tend to seek out or construct alternative spaces for fulfillment of their needs and creative interplay (Williams 2007) . Potential spaces, such as protest graffiti, offer young people opportunities to playfully explore them, freed from the fetters and limitation imposed by material existence and the normative structuration of experience (Williams 2007: 55) .
For precariat young people, the protest graffiti act is an expressive response to the condition of existential despair and increasing hazardous conditions of precariousness they experience in moments of crisis. Precarity can be understood as the experience of material and existential uncertainty of workers and young people as a result of flexible employment arrangement (Bain and McLean 2013: 97; Waite 2009 ). In the context of European anticapitalist/globalization social movements, the terms precarious labor and precarity come to represent an emancipatory terminology used by political activists as a critical way of addressing the neoliberal conditions of labor deregulation (Matos 2012: 221) .
According to the challenging approach of Guy Standing, the precariat is a class in-themaking, consisting of people who lack the labor-related security that characterized post-war industrial citizenship (Standing 2011: 9) . Living in poverty without employment and work security, income earning opportunities and collective rights the precariat become 'alienated, anxious and prone to anger' and tend towards opportunism in their attitudes and decisions.
As denizens, not citizens, they do not have a clear vision of what type of society they wish to usher in, they do not recognize themselves as 'part of any solidaristic labour community' with a long-established social memory and ethical norms (Standing 2011:12) .
The consumer-driven global economy of advanced capitalism spawns a young, peripatetic army of low-wage service and retail workers who drift between part time jobs and temporary housing and have a life defined by precarious prospects and constant uncertainty (Ferrel 2012: 1696-7). For Standing, the prospect of a viable future for youth needs an alternative political scenario that moves beyond the negative trends of neoliberal austerity policies, providing young people with opportunities to recover their identities and to fulfill their occupational role expectations (Standing 2011:12) .
Precarity politics, which identify or imagine precarious workers as a new kind of political subject, exploring alternative ways of collective living and being (Ferrel 2012 (Ferrel : 1696 , quickly has given genesis to new forms of cultural expression and social protest. For Gill and Pratt, precarity signifies both the multiplication of precarious, unstable, insecure forms of living and, simultaneously, new forms of political struggle and solidarity that reach beyond the traditional models of political party or trade union. This double meaning of the ideas and politics associated with precarity, offers the chance to explore precariousness not only as oppressive situYiannis Zaimakis 69 ation but also as opportunity for new subjectivities, new socialities and new kinds of politics' (Gill and Pratt 2008: 3) .
Indeed, in the context of advanced capitalism new forms of precarity activism have emerged using theater, cinema, music, graffiti writing, and street art to effect political change and propose alternatives (Gill and Pratt 2008; Ferrel 2012; Bodnar 2006; Schuster 2015) . Artists and other cultural workers are among the protagonists of current struggles against exploitative working conditions in art world participating in social movements actions, such as the transnational Euro May Day mobilizations, the Occupy Wall Street protests, and the Milanese cultural workers' activism against the neoliberal model of competitive creative city (de Peuter 2014; d'Ovidio and Cossu 2016; Gill and Pratt 2008; Mattoni and Doerr 2007; Mattoni 2008 ).
In the case of Greece, the combined effects of the recession and the sweeping austerity measures have dramatically increased the level of precarity among young people (Gouglas 2013 ). The majority of young people in Greece are trapped in persistent unemployment or low-paid contingent jobs with limited and not idyllic prospects for upward social mobility.
Although this condition used to be the case since the 1980s, the crisis has acted as a catalyst for deteriorating further the working conditions of young people. Austerity policies make previous models of intergenerational solidarity unsustainable, because they reduce young people's access to economic resources (e.g. family income and fewer job opportunities) and social transfers (Kretsos 2014: 41) .
During the period of economic crisis, youth unemployment climbed abruptly and many young people who have a job tend to be in low-paid and/or precarious employment, struggling to meet the rising costs of living. Many young people, especially those coming out of the educational system with higher skills, have migrated to other countries. In a segmented labor market many young people attempt to enter as 'beneficiaries' of flexible work programs funded by the EU, or to find any available job, often trapped in flexible work schemes in black market economy without social security.
Young Greek people frustrated by strict austerity policies have expanded unrest and public anger at the mainstream political institution (Kretsos 2014: 41) . Squatters have occupied various old, abandoned buildings all over Greece, transforming them into cultural and political hubs of grassroots resistance activities. A remarkable example of this type of cultural activism is the long-term occupation and activation of the disused theater Empros in the center of Athens by precariat cultural workers (Kompatsiaris 2014: 15) who use it as self-managed space for free cultural expression and social action. Similarly, during the 2011 protests in Greece, thousands of people across classes, ages and political beliefs had a strong presence in 'occupation of piazzas', thus constituting a type of contentious politics through which Greeks expressed their protest against austerity and neo-liberal restructuring (Diani and Kousis 2014: 395) . Within this context, street artists and graffitists were at the forefront of fights against hostile austerity policies, and young writers used graffiti as a means of political activism.
Images of crisis: protest, revolt and existential quest on walls
The protest graffiti scene provides young people living in turbulent times with the opportunity to react to social pressures of crisis, sometimes in a remarkably creative way. The urban walls have been an experimental space by which young people utilize poetic language and paradox linguistic elements that twist conventional writings in order to express philosophical musings, political ideas, existential quests, and emotions. They use playfully, intriguing images and/or texts conveying linguistic or semantic novelty, and often, address introspective and reflexive statements focusing either on existential and self-conscious musings (Islam 2010: 251-2), or societal issues articulating a counter hegemonic discourse in the public sphere.
As Anti Randriir has argued, the pragmatic aspect of graffiti meaning has to do with the very conditions under which graffiti creation emerges: the place of occurrence and the time of emergence. The specific place and its temporary nature in combination with the linguistic and pictorial representation of each graffito, assigns its meaning, and stresses its stagedness and theatricality (Randviir 2015: 97-98 ).
Many young graffiti writers articulate visual counter-sites around local social movement networks. They choose distinctive urban areas with vivid political symbolism to transmit their messages to their audience, squares associated with the Greek 'Indignados' anti-austerity movement, high schools and universities, squatted centers, downtown areas, and working-class districts. Surfaces on historical buildings and banks, shabby walls, viaduct poles, rubbish bins, shop windows and derelict houses are used by graffitists to make the visualized city more vibrant, intriguing, and protesting.
The semiotics of the place and the appropriate choice of street objects is part of the writers' spatial strategy to convey meaningful messages and to provoke the interest of passers-by. In this vein, a slogan reading 'Our dreams are here' inscribed on a rubbish-bin out of a secondary school in the center of Patra reflect the sense of frustration of a young generation experiencing the effects of the worsening living standards, the rising level of unemployment and the dismantling of social welfare services (Spyridakis 2013) . In another case, the wall of a derelict, humble house in Exarchia -a notorious and rebel neighborhood of downtown Athens, where many students, artists, writers, intellectuals, anarchists and leftists hang out-has become the realistic decor of an imaginative piece. It depicts a melancholic figure of an old man at the 'window' of the house, conveying a meaningful message that warns: 'Don't underestimate hunger'.
Young people use an intriguing texture to express the experience of unemployment or precariousness through protest graffiti. This is the case of a graffito by WD (Wild Drawing; he is an important street artist from Indonesia who lives in Athens) that depicts an aged unemployed beggar saying (in English) 'I need job, not speech'. As graffiti is usually performed as a politically conscious act of resistance, locations with high political symbolism have become sites of artistic experimentations. For example, the walls of the occupied self-managed factory of VIOME 4 in Thessaloniki, have transformed into sites of meaningful political graffiti. On the frontage of the building an inventive graffito by Skitsofrenis depicts a young refugee in black and white, wearing a colorful crash helmet with a boat painted on it. The contrast between the melancholic glance of the boy and the colorful boat on his helmet seems to signify the mixed feelings of the refugees: the fear of the unknown and the hope of a better life somewhere else. In the background one can see pictorial elements of working class life (factory funnels and gears).
In the bottom right hand corner there is a couplet from a poem of left-wing Tasos Leiva- In a similar vein, inner feelings and beliefs found an outlet for expression on urban surfaces all around the country. A slogan in the center of Herakleion says, 'Let us aestheticise our grief' and a graffito in Exarchia depicts a disappointed weeping girl reading, 'Like lost children we live our uncompleted adventures'. Using black and white words in the phrase 'uncompleted adventures' and omitting a few letters, the writer attempts to render expressively the sense of uncertainty and the feelings of unfulfilled desires.
Slogans full of playful irony and rhetorical subversion transmit youth discontent across Greek cities. One slogan written by a young woman paraphrases the well-known saying of the and 'globalization'). Following a linguistic convention of the juxtaposition of words with a similar meaning, the graffitist strengthens the meaning of the message, underlining the systemic structures of socio-political domination that surrounds the social context in which the semiosis takes place (Vannini 2007: 117) .
Beyond the realm of affect graffiti, many political slogans and stencils incite young people to take part in acts of resistance against austerity policies and the corrupted political system.
Young writers articulate a revolutionary rhetoric ('Wake up-rise up') and often, a raw anti-systemic texture (e.g. 'Generation of 300 Euros set fire to the State', 'School lights up only when it is on fire', 'Eat the Rich'). Grassroots political activists seek to transgress the dystopia of crisis proclaiming their faith in an alleged possible non-capitalist future society using a language of revolt: 'There will be a day when revolution will not be a utopia,' 'Towards working emancipation for an autonomous society', 'One solution: revolution'.
Young activists make use of catchphrases and visual images to excite the public inter- and insecurity. The graffiti scene shows the ways through which youth react to the dystopia of crisis employing space activism and artistic experimentation to present their understanding of crisis and to produce a social critique in terms of resistance.
The voices of writers: making graffiti in context of crisis
Researching the young precariat artistic world from the subject's own perspective is im- The context of the harsh and extremely pressurized conditions of austerity seems to be a hallmark in young people's life trajectories in Greece. Doing graffiti is a meaningful, affective activity that offers opportunities for imaginative expression and a chance to stand up to those power holders considered to be responsible for the unfavorable modifications of surrounding environments (Zaimakis 2015) .
For many writers, political graffiti is perceived as an act of creative resistance against the rise of authoritarianism, racism, and fascism during the austerity era. Skitsofrenis, a well-known spray-painting writer, uses street art both as a bread-winning job and as means to sustain or reinforce an activist identity. He began his career in street art worlds as a member of a hip-hop band to move later to the graffiti scene creating elaborate murals in Kalamata and other Greek cities. According to his statement, graffiti provide an expressive instrumental tool with which you can adequately combat fascism:
'Young people should understand that we must change the game. Skitsofrenis employs a poetics of assemblage using selected combinations of pictorial and linguistic elements. The represented persons can be eminent persons from the world of (popular) art, science and politics or ordinary people from specific social groups, such as refugees, young people, and children. The pictorial elements are often accompanied by slogans inspired from the vocabulary of popular music, Greek art-popular song, rebetika and low-bap scene.
Besides the meaningful use of the combined pictorial and linguistic elements, he employs various spatial tactics to draw the viewers' attention:
'I was walking down a pedestrian street closed to the Acropolis in Athens and be- The quotation reveals the meaningful spatio-temporal tactics of the writer. He chose a popular historical area in central Athens to present his creation to an international public, employing the historical figure of the ancient philosopher Socrates to intrigue the curiosity of passers-by. Replacing the title of the controversial song 'Alcohol is free' that represented Greece in the 2013 Eurovision song contest, with the slogan 'conium is free' he offered a sarcastic and timely remark on social inequality. While people's discontent was on the rise, the costly campaign of the song with its showy superficiality and empty pretentiousness was seen as a provocation for a society living in hard times.
For V., a social science student, graffiti is part of the everyday politics of a local LGBTQ youth group in its effort to sensitize people to issues of body, sexuality, and human rights. During a student occupation of the University of Crete in Rethymnon in autumn 2015, the group wrote a variety of slogans with derisive catchphrases against the rise of racist and xenophobic attitudes in the era of memoranda. Moreover, it creates murals depicting non-conformist girls that challenge the dominant heteronormative assumptions and institutions.
'Beyond the issues of housing and food, we had to assert the right of our existence and visibility within a general assembly of students. Another graffitist and unemployed activist, P., connects the very action of graffiti with the psycho-social pressures of the economic crisis. The act of graffiti is experienced as a meaningful political action that has a cathartic function.
'During the years of crisis many people feeling a deadlock have the need of externalizing it. Graffiti is an appropriate way to do this, because you can address more people. It helps to overcome fear and insecurity. Whoever has tried to externalize this fear by sticking a poster, writing a slogan and then chanting a slogan in a protest march he feels that he is not alone and he is escaping from the fear.' P. employs graffiti in the context of the tactical repertories of radical political groups, often in protest marches where he takes the responsibility of writing on the walls, conveying political messages to the readers. Employing graffiti as a visual political speech, he seeks places that might be seen as sites of modern governmentality, finance capitalism, and uncontrolled free markets. He selects meaningful spatial locations, such as 'banks', 'public buildings and city halls', 'open shops on Sundays that infringe working people's rights,' and 'multinational companies that impose unfavorable social conditions on labor' to transmit political messages concerning issues of oppression and exploitation.
While some activists perform graffiti for their own political purposes, other creators employ it as a medium of personal expression and existential quest. Usually, they create elaborate pieces addressing wider existential issues imbued with philosophical musing. For the street artist B., a graffiti act is a 'personal expression where someone 'performs his identity'. Similar to many other graffitists, he uses the practice of spray-painting during the austerity era not only as a medium of expression exposing inner feeling to the public view, but also as a means of livelihood. Graffiti offers opportunities for temporary work paid by piece. However, as several writers say, agreements with their employers do not always include payments but purchases of material goods (e.g. spray-colors), the remnant of which they can use to paint their own pieces.
Under these circumstances, V. illustrates elaborate pieces both on walls of back streets and on the surfaces of derelict factories. In his narrative he links the act of graffiti with inner feelings and existential motives:
'It is a circle of artistic work that addresses the issue of the relationship between life and death, as well as the fragility of human existence. Moreover, I like to play with the location of graffiti, placing them on unexpected sites.'
The spatial politics of the visualized city is a major topic in the narrative of N., a member of a young crew in Thessaloniki. According to his argument, a graffiti act is a spatial exploration within urban landscape:
'You get in the mood of exploration, looking for abandoned buildings, tunnels, and places to leave your signs. I find places and locations, through the exploration and curiosity that I would have never experienced otherwise.
[…] The choice of the place depends on several criteria: How central this location is? How many people are expected to see it? How dangerous is it? In the last case you do it something like as a conversation with other graffiti writers who will pass by and might see it. Then, you gain appreciation other street artists […] the material is also important. Maybe it is an available canvas, for example the blind of a shop, or a vast wall.'
The creators' tactics are often directed to the graffiti communities, attempting to obtain symbolic capital in terms of prestige and fame. They use graffiti landscapes as a public forum where artistic novelties, linguistic peculiarity, affect expectation, existential quest, and deviant political ideas can circulate freely. The act of doing graffiti enhances writers' self esteem and gives them a way to visualize ideological imagery concerning identity-based issues. The voices of precariat young writers reveal the young underground currents of the city that seek an outlet in a fragmented and insecure society badly stricken by austerity policies.
Bleeps is a cultural worker and graffitist influenced by postmodernist approaches and aesthetic trends. His intriguing graffiti has drawn the attention of international mass media, in-cluding the Guardian and the New York Times. During the austerity era he has moved from a political-themed graffiti to an existentialism-oriented creation with more introvert orientation and a focus on the everyday lives of ordinary people. Part of his graffiti activism turns against the mainstream consumer-driven street art, which is prevalent in contemporary funded graffiti festivals projects. Unlike many other politicized graffitists in Athens, he acts beyond the iconosphere of Exarchia, seeking more common graffiti sites: places of social and commercial gathering, popular streets and squares, lower-class areas, and even disreputable districts: 
Discussion
Graffiti has been used by young writers as a unique tool for materializing contentious politics and influencing social experience. Employing a cross-disciplinary research combining biographical and semiotic elements, the analysis shed light on the spatial politics of the writers and the varied strategies of cultural representation of social life in the era of austerity. The research findings show that protest graffiti signifies both a meaningful activity with sentimental value, allowing the expression of feelings, and simultaneously, a political, vociferous youthful protest against unfavorable chances that frustrate the life expectations of youth.
The meaning of graffiti is established through discursive and interpretive conventions that are socially constructed and framed by the intense politicization of everyday life during the austerity era. The creators employ politics of assemblance, drawing upon a rich repertory of pictorial or linguistic elements, such as iconic figures, traditional and historical references, social movement vocabulary, timely social questions, popular songs, and revolutionary mottos.
The narratives of interviewees show the multiplicity of meanings associated with the graffiti act. All graffiti writers understand the act of making-graffiti as a deep emotional and creative activity that gives meaning to their lives. Nevertheless, some of them perform graffiti as a politically conscious resistance to existing forms of domination and as a kind of cultural response to dystopian conditions of crisis. Other writers use it as an expression of inner feelings, employing more existential and emotional aspects of everyday life.
The socio-semiotic analysis of protest graffiti shows a variety of modes of expression, aesthetic quests, and demands of graffiti world, revealing a dissenting underground culture that contests and subverts mainstream narratives and dominant cultural meanings. Several murals and stencils are sophisticated, playful and innovative creations, which excite the curiosity of passers-by galvanizing them into collective action. Existential graffiti imbued with melancholic poetry serve as reminders of isolation, anomie, hopelessness, and the loss of vision of a new life in a risk society. Utopian and revolt graffiti employ images of a desirable oncoming revolt and philosophical musing towards future utopian worlds revealing the desire of young activists to make alternative urban spaces. It is a grassroots activism of invisible young people that aspires to become a revitalizing agent in the fights against social disruption and austerity. Usually politicized young graffitists are motivated by feeling excluded from the politics or that politics as usual (Waldner and Dobratz 2013: 377) . Moreover, artistic expression, desire for recognition, reputation among peers and fame can stimulate graffiti creation. For young writers, graffiti is a meaningful way to make a statement to the world of adults reminding them the texture of their living conditions and sometimes their desire to stand up against domination and injustice. They negotiate their identities and make graffiti within the process of context-bound and conflict-laden interpersonal interactions of graffiti worlds within and across local communities and virtual-based global networks.
Graffiti scene provide us with the opportunity to learn about the ways that young people attempt to transcend the unfavorable social conditions of crisis, understanding it, in Schuster's terms (2015) , as an intensity of artist and political practices that link the public, the particular, and the intimate in contentious spaces of graffiti. Writing on urban surfaces allows invisible young writers to expose publicly their visual imageries, reminding us the existence of a young artistic precariat living in high-risk and ever changing conditions. By transforming boring spatial locations into vibrant graffiti-saturated sites, young writers attempt to convert their dissatisfaction into festivals of visual protest displaying an alternative network of cultural knowledge outside institutional settings. 2 The majority of writers use Greek but some employ foreign languages in an effort to communicate their art to an international audience of readers and writers. 4 Since May 2011, the workers of VIO.ME have occupied the factory after a decision of their general assembly. The bankrupted factory had abandoned by its owners. Nowadays they produce and sell ecological cleaning products, which they distribute and sell through a network of cooperatives, squatting centers, and solidarity economy groups.
5 The research team comprised of the experienced interviewers Christina-Marily Bourma, Antonis Drakonakis, Vaggelis Gaggelis, Melpo Vardaki, and their supervisor Yiannis Zaimakis.
